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ABSTRACT: Sulfur-bearing Fe-rich nanoparticles (SINPs) have been subject to increased 

levels of interest because of their catalytic properties and other features. However, with 

increasing interest in greener and sustainable practice, traditional engineered routes to SINP 

synthesis have become a concern owing to their high energy and resource demand as well as 

the use of potentially hazardous or environmentally harmful reagents. Here, we aim to bring 

attention to emerging and burgeoning research across a wide range of disciplines on the 

formation of both naturally occurring and synthetic SINPs. First, various SINP types are 

described, and their most important characteristics are outlined. Second, the natural 

mechanisms of SINP formation are evaluated and their environmental significance explained, 

predominantly in hydrothermal vents and lithogenic environments, in order to help inspire new 

approaches to engineered synthesis. Third, an appraisal of various synthetic approaches for 

SINP assembly is presented, with a focus on green synthesis methods. One exemplar is the use 

of nature inspired biosynthesis, which has been increasingly explored for the fabrication of 

cost-effective and environmentally friendlier SINPs. Finally, potential future research 

directions leading to more sustainable SINP synthesis are put forward. 

KEYWORDS: Nanostructures, Nanomaterial fabrication, Green synthesis, Biosynthesis, Iron 

sulphides 

 

INTRODUCTION 

The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) define nanoparticles (NPs) as 

particles with dimensions that do not exceed 100 nm.1 These particles possess physical and 



chemical properties that differ from bulk materials; for example, they may display exceedingly 

high surface area-to-volume ratios, quantum effects, and semiconductor band gaps relating to 

their dimensions.2 Thus, the application of NPs benefits many technologies and consumer 

products, including renewable energy technologies, personal care products, biomedicines, 

agrochemicals and water/soil environmental treatment processes.3−5 

An expanding body of research pertaining to sulfur-bearing iron-rich nanoparticles 

(SINPs) has been of prime interest due to their utility in catalytic, electromagnetic, and optical 

applications and because of the natural abundance of SINP precursor material resources.6−9 

However, sustainability concerns persist regarding SINP manufacturing, including the 

associated environmental impacts and the desire to reduce production costs.10 This has led to 

growing interest in the adoption of sustainable materials and green technological approaches.11 

On the basis of research that extends across a wide range of disciplines and includes 

both naturally occurring and synthetic nanomaterials, researchers are increasingly generating 

innovative solutions to improve synthesis sustainability.12 For example, the emerging “nature-

inspired” design philosophy is based on copying natural formation mechanisms.13 Such 

approaches have been particularly important in the development of improved synthesis 

methods associated with low secondary impacts.14,15 

Herein, we examine both natural and engineered synthesis of SINPs in an attempt to 

provide an improved understanding of the formation of this class of NP and encourage the 

development of more sustainable SINP synthesis techniques. The structure of this perspective 

reflects the objectives of the review undertaken, which are as follows: (1) to review the various 

SINP types and outline their most important characteristics, (2) to evaluate the natural 

formation of SINPs, with the natural mechanisms of SINP formation and their environmental 

significance explained in order to encourage researchers to develop new nature inspired 

synthesis processes, and (3) to provide an appraisal of green synthesis methods. Finally, 



suggested future research directions for the advancement of more sustainable SINP synthesis 

techniques are provided. 

 

TYPES AND CHARACTERISTICS OF SULFUR-BEARING FE-RICH NANOPARTICLES 

Different types of SINPs, which comprise various iron sulphide compounds, have received 

attention in recent years because of their characteristics, including their optical absorption 

coefficients and photovoltaic (PV) conversion efficiencies.16−18 In this section, various SINP 

types and their characteristics are outlined, which are briefly summarized in Table 1 for 

reference. 

FeS, Mackinawite and Troilite (Approximate FeS). Iron(II)sulfide (FeS) is not 

normally stable in its amorphous form. Cubic FeSc has a cubic F43m structure and is not found 

in nature19 because it readily converts to mackinawite.20 Mackinawite, expressed in the formula 

FeSm, comprises Fe atoms surrounded by four sulfur atoms in a nearly perfect tetrahedron 

structure,21 forming a tetragonal P4/nmm structure.19 It is a widespread metastable mineral in 

low-temperature aqueous environments, being the major FeS constituent precipitated from 

aqueous solutions.31 In terms of its technological applications, mackinawite has seen much 

interest in environmental technology as a reducing reagent (e.g., for the dechlorination of 

chlorinated organic pollutants) and sorbent for divalent metals.32 

FeS can also be found in nature as troilite (FeSt), with a hexagonal P62c structure.19 It 

is the stoichiometric end member of the pyrrhotite mineral group, having antiferromagnetic 

properties at ambient temperature.22 Troilite forms in nature under strongly reducing 

environments and is less abundant in terrestrial environments than other pyrrhotite minerals, 

being only found at low concentrations where there are strongly reducing environments.23 

However, troilite is abundant in meteorites, and it may occur in massive forms (up to 5 cm 

crystals) in iron meteorites.23 A characteristic of troilite is that when it is heated to above the 



β-transition temperature (315°C), it is transformed from an antiferromagnetic structure to a 

paramagnetic structure with magnetic moment disordering (Figure 1), which is accompanied 

by a phase transformation to the NiAs subcell (1C).23 

Pyrrhotite (Fe1−xS). Pyrrhotite (Fe1−xS, where x = 0 to 0.13) minerals are nonstoichiometric 

variants of FeS, which exist as monoclinic (e.g., A2/a) or hexagonal (e.g., P6/mmc) structures19 

or trigonal phases.23 Pyrrhotite minerals are relatively abundant on Earth, being found in many 

geological settings.19 

It is the ordered omission of Fe that produces superstructures that range from hexagonal 

to monoclinic.24 The monoclinic structure (often denoted as Fe7S8, but with a wide 

compositional range) contains alternating layers of full iron sites and layers of sites with iron 

vacancies. Pyrrhotite with a hexagonal structure (i.e., the nickel arsenide (NiAs) structure) will 

distort into a monoclinic structure if the vacancy content is greater than 0.11 per formula unit.25 

The hexagonal form of Fe7S8 is stable and antiferromagnetic, whereas monoclinic pyrrhotite is 

strongly ferrimagnetic. Hexagonal pyrrhotite is known to naturally form in many geological 

settings, including deep-sea sediments associated with methane hydrates.33 Hexagonal primary 

pyrrhotite can be partially oxidized when exposed to oxygen, forming iron-deficient secondary 

pyrrhotite.23 Monoclinic pyrrhotite exists widely in reduced igneous rock and metamorphic 

rocks and can be transported to marine sediments as an erosional product. Once it is present in 

marine sediments, monoclinic pyrrhotite is an excellent provenance tracer. Notably, it is 

particularly common in extraterrestrial rocks.34 

Because numerous pyrrhotite superstructures occur with varying iron vacancy 

arrangements,35 they display various magnetic and electrical properties.36−38 For instance, 

pyrrhotite minerals display a range of thermomagnetic behaviors depending on the precise 

composition.25 The pyrrhotite Curie temperature is reported as 310−325 °C, depending on the 

composition, and is considered stable and ferrimagnetic at lower temperatures.25 Impurities as 



an isomorph substitute (e.g., incorporation of Ni) can significantly lower the Curie temperature 

value. When pyrrhotite is heated to greater than 325°C, the magnetic moment decreases 

dramatically, due to long-range magnetic moment disordering or vacancy disordering confined 

to different sites in alternating rows in each vacancy layer.29 The structures of other Fe1−xS 

variants have partially filled Kagome net layers and Fe-filled layers stacked with long-range 

orders established along the c axis.39 Several other pyrrhotite minerals, such as Fe9S10, Fe10S11, 

and Fe11S12, are generally hexagonal, antiferromagnetic, and only stable at temperatures below 

209°C.40 

Greigite (Fe3S4). Greigite (Fe3S4) has a cubic Fd3m structure19 and is the iron sulfide 

counterpart of spinel magnetite (Fe3O4,); although electronic structure calculations show that 

greigite is a normal metal, magnetite is only half-metallic.26 Greigite was first observed in clay 

layers, as grains and crystals, in drill cores retrieved in San Bernardino, California, USA,27 but 

it is now known to be widespread in the natural environment, being mostly associated with 

fresh water systems, where it can be stable for millions of years.41 Aquatic magnetotactic 

bacteria (MTB) have also been found to contain greigite, which they utilize to migrate along 

geomagnetic field lines.42 

The unit cell of the stoichiometric inverse spinel greigite structure contains 32 sulfur 

atoms and 24 iron atoms,27,28 with two sublattices of iron atoms with Fe3+ ions occupying 

tetrahedral A-sites and Fe2+ and Fe3+ ions occupying octahedral B-sites.29 While greigite is 

thermally stable at ambient temperature, it will break down to form pyrrhotite when heated and 

slowly dissolves in hydrofluoric acid or warm hydrochloric acid.27 The relative instability of 

greigite has resulted in it being less well studied than magnetite, but engineered greigite is now 

receiving greater interest owing to its complex magnetic properties.30 

Band structure calculations have revealed a complex Fermi surface and the influence 

of relativistic effects. For example, two sheets of the Fermi surface disappear or reappear 



depending on the direction of applied magnetization. This phenomenon enables spintronic 

engineering at a single compound level, an advancement over traditional heterostructures.26 

However, the magnetic properties of engineered greigite are sensitive to synthesis conditions, 

and knowledge of these properties is incomplete.43 It is also difficult to synthesize pure greigite 

because most methods will also produce other iron sulphide impurities, such as mackinawite 

and pyrite.44 This is usually discovered by observing X-ray diffraction patterns, which often 

reveal nongreigite peaks. Nevertheless, pure synthetic greigite has been extensively 

investigated by a series studies by Chang and his colleagues.45−48 

For bulk greigite, the expected saturation magnetization (Ms) at room temperature is 4 

μB per formula unit (f.u.); however, Ms values are usually measured to be less than 2.5 μB/f.u., 

implying poor purity (i.e., mackinawite and pyrite impurities, see above).49 The parameter of 

exchange interaction (JAB) between Fe ions in (A) and (B) sublattices is estimated at 1.03 

meV, and no low-temperature magnetic transition is present.29 

Greigite SINPs have the potential to be used as an anode material in lithium-ion 

batteries (LIBs)50 and as intermediates in solar cells.44 Interest in the use of greigite in LIBs 

has been increasing because of its high theoretical capacity of 785 mAh/g, which is more than 

twice that of conventional graphite (372 mAh/g).49 It is also noteworthy that greigite is nontoxic 

and abundant on Earth. Furthermore, greigite SINPs hold potential applications in the areas of 

hydrogen storage, magnetic guided delivery of drugs, and for cancer hyperthermia 

applications.51,52 

Greigite NPs have also been used as an enzyme mimetic to catalyze chemical reactions 

because natural enzymes are vulnerable to changing acidity, temperature, and inhibitors.53 The 

intrinsic enzyme mimetic activity is similar to natural peroxidases and has been exploited to 

develop novel immunoassay methods. Greigite has a stronger affinity than Fe3O4 in peroxidase-



like behavior, which suggests that greigite SINPs have good potential for medical detection 

applications.53 

Pyrite (FeS2). Pyrite has the composition FeS2p, forms in a cubic Pa3 structure, and is 

one of the most abundant minerals of the Earth’s surface19 (FeS2 with an orthorhombic 

crystalline structure is known as marcasite). Pyrite has many uses for modern technological 

processes. For example, its high adsorption coefficient (α > 105 cm−1 for hv >1.3 eV) and band 

gap (0.8−0.95 eV) make it useful as an PV absorber material.22,54,55 Pyrite-containing devices 

have high quantum efficiency (>90%), high photocurrents (>40 mA cm−2), and low 

photovoltages (<200 mV).56−58 Pyrite nanocrystals can also be deposited on flexible substrates 

such as solar ink or paint in order to provide large surface area PVs.59 Importantly, cobalt can 

also be substituted in cubic pyrite nanocrystals (CoxFe1−xS2) as nanoscale thin films to enable 

switching from p-type to n-type semiconductors between x = 0.16 and 0.21.60 Compared to 

traditional single crystal pyrite, pyrite NPs offer cost-effective and highly scalable options for 

such applications. As a PV material, pyrite NPs have the benefit of wide natural abundance and 

relatively low toxicity to humans. Moreover, if some of the vast amounts of pyrite discarded 

as a mining waste could be captured for use in solar PV and photoelectrochemical cells,54 it 

would not only be a waste-to-resource gain but would also help reduce the impacts of acid mine 

drainage caused by pyrite oxidation. 

Other promising uses for pyrite SINPs are in high-performance cathodes for energy 

storage, e.g., lithium-ion batteries (LIBs), due to their long shelf life and relatively high 

capacity,55 and in wastewater treatment due to its high catalytic activity toward organic 

pollutants. For example, pyrite SINPs show high photocatalytic activity toward organic dyes 

(e.g., methylene blue and Synazol Yellow K-HL), due to the creation of reactive oxygen 

species via a photo Fenton-like process.61 



Multimetallic SINPs. Multimetallic SINPs have been explored to address issues 

arising among the various SINP types. For example, while pyrite has great potential as a PV 

material, due to its high adsorption coefficient and band gap, it also suffers from crystal defects 

arising from sulfur vacancies,62,63 which may be mitigated by the use of bimetallic pyrite.  

Naturally occurring bimetallic FeS minerals are also found in sedimentary, 

hydrothermal, and igneous environments. For instance, arsenic can be incorporated into iron 

sulfide as arsenian pyrite (referred to as arseno-pyrite) in the form of As3+-pyrite (As substitutes 

for Fe) or As1−-pyrite (As substitutes for S).64 Arsenian pyrite is an important host of gold in 

hydrothermal ore deposits, as well as a source of arsenic pollution in the natural 

environment.65,66 While As3+-pyrite tends to form under oxidizing conditions, As1−-pyrite will 

form under relatively reducing conditions. As3+-pyrite formation on pure pyrite depends on the 

crystal size, with larger crystal sizes containing higher arsenic concentrations.64 

Other bimetallic iron sulfide minerals found in nature include pentlandite ([Fe,Ni]9S8), 

which is a common mineral in chondritic meteorites, polar micrometeorites, and chondritic 

interplanetary dust particles (IDPs).67 Bimetallic CuFeS2, which is found in volcanogenic 

massive sulfide deposits among other environments,68 may offer greatly increased efficiency 

in the conversion of waste heat into energy. For example, synthetic ∼6.4 nm bimetallic CuFeS2 

can display thermoelectric values ∼77 times higher than bulk chalcopyrite.69 

Core−Shell SINPs. Various core−shell SINPs have been developed and synthesized 

for various technological applications. For example, core−shell Au/FeS NPs with polyethylene 

glycol coatings have been developed in which the Au component functions as a radiosensitizer 

in medical applications.70 The FeS component of these SINPs provides contrast to enhance 

magnetic resonance imaging and photoacoustic imaging, and the coating enables higher 

dosages without the associated metal toxicity to patients. 



In environmental applications, methods have been developed for large-scale synthesis 

of core−shell FeS NPs, involving FeS shells on zerovalent iron (ZVI) NPs.71,72 

 

FORMATION OF SINPS IN NATURAL ENVIRONMENTS 

Natural sulfur-bearing Fe species occur in many natural environments, with iron sulfides being 

among the most extensively dispersed reduced S species found on Earth. For example, sulfur-

bearing Fe-rich minerals are a common constituent of the lithosphere, being found in many 

types of geological bodies, such as ancient sedimentary rocks, modern sediments, mineral 

deposits, and submarine hydrothermal vent deposits. As well as the lithosphere, naturally 

formed NPs have also been discovered in the troposphere (and even higher), the hydrosphere 

(oceans, lakes, rivers, and groundwater), and the biosphere (principally microbes, but also in 

higher organisms including humans),73 and even on asteroids.74 In this section, we explore 

these naturally forming S-bearing Fe-rich NPs in order to provide inspiration for the 

development of new engineered synthesis techniques. 

Lithosphere. Sulfur−iron reactions play key roles in the geochemistry of the 

lithosphere, from low-temperature (<100°C) sedimentary systems75,76 and intermediate-

temperature (100−400°C) hydrothermal sulfide deposits that form large ore bodies77 to high 

temperature (up to 1000°C) igneous and metamorphic rocks.78 While SINP formation has not 

been reported as primary phases in high-temperature rocks, SINPs may form in low- to 

intermediate-temperature systems by a variety of processes, including dissolution-precipitation 

reactions or via mechanical breakdown of bulk iron sulfides and other weathering 

processes.11,73 The volumetrically most important Fe−S minerals in these settings are pyrite, 

mackinawite, and greigite. 

In natural lithogenic reactions (Figure 2), Fe2+ is released into solution by the 

dissolution of Fe-bearing minerals (i.e., ferric (hydr)oxides) under reducing conditions, which 



occurs largely by microbe-facilitated dissimilatory Fe reduction or by abiotic reactions 

involving dissolved reductants.79 In reducing conditions, sulfur will tend to exist as sulfide (i.e., 

HS− at pH > 7). The reduction of sulfate to sulfide is also commonly biologically mediated, 

although it may also occur by interaction with reduced iron species. H2S is a slightly soluble 

microbial product that acts as a weak acid, yielding HS− (pKa = 6.9) and S2− (pKa = 11.96). 

A variety of SINPs can form via dissolution−precipitation reactions, including 

mackinawite (FeS) as a nanocrystalline or amorphous phase.81−83 FeS species may react with 

dissolved polysulfides to form pyrite,79 via microbial formation of mackinawite on iron oxide 

particles.84 High-resolution transmission electron microscopy (TEM) observations of materials 

isolated from marine sediments have revealed mackinawite nanocrystalline structures 

containing 10−15 atomic layers.85 

During diagenesis, greigite will grow if dissolved Fe and S2 are available. Its formation 

and preservation rely on various factors including the availability of organic carbon, S2 

production, and presence of reactive Fe.43 Greigite is a precursor in the Fe−S system to pyrite 

formation (Figure 2).80,86,87 Natural incorporation of trace elements/impurities into natural 

SINP structures can occur in a range of low- to intermediate-temperature environments.65,88−90 

Of these, one of the most notable involves the incorporation of As. This occurs by substitution 

of As1− for S in the sulfide unit of pyrite (thus forming arsenopyrite, Fe(As,S)2), or under 

nonequilibrium kinetically controlled environmental conditions, As3+ can also be incorporated 

into pyrite by substituting for Fe2+.64 

Microbial Processes. In oxygen-absent environments, anaerobic bacteria use 

alternatives to oxygen as electron acceptors. Sulfate-reducing bacteria (SRB), which are 

ubiquitous in anaerobic water columns and subaqueous sedimentary environments, play a key 

role in iron−sulfur mineralization in sedimentary environments, including the formation of 

mackinawite, pyrite, and greigite. The initial step in the formation of bulk iron sulfide minerals 



involves the formation of SINPs, with the cell wall being coated with nanosized iron sulfide 

precipitates (Figure 3). 

Dissimilatory metal-reducing bacteria can respire elemental sulfur (S0) as an alternative 

electron acceptor in alkaline pH environments, leading to mackinawite formation in alkaline 

groundwater systems. In this case, microbial and abiotic processes are coupled. For example, 

sulfur reduction by SRB leads to iron(III) reduction by an abiotic reaction with sulfide, which, 

in turn, leads to further sulfur reduction by SRB.92 Thus, sulfur is recycled for multiple rounds 

of SRB reduction (Figure 4). 

In experiments conducted at pH 7, nanoscale mackinawite rims have been observed on 

lepidocrocite crystals, with interfacial magnetite forming as a steady state layer as a product of 

lepidocrocite−mackinawite interaction. During the initial stages of these reactions, Fe2+ forms 

in excess to FeS. The fraction of excess Fe2+ increases at lower sulfide to surface site ratios, 

suggesting kinetic decoupling of sulfide oxidation and Fe2+ detachment from lepidocrocite. 

This may be due to sulfide donating electrons to lepidocrocite at a faster rate than 

stoichiometric amounts of FeS production. After 2 days of experimental observations, Fe2+ and 

S0 levels decreased, resulting in pyrite formation dislocated from the lepidocrocite surface, as 

well as traces of magnetite. The absence of dissolved sulfide under these conditions suggests 

the formation of polysulfides, which are precursors for pyrite formation.84 

In addition to SRB, iron-reducing bacteria (IRB) play an important role in SINP 

formation. For example, IRB in acid mine drainage facilitate iron sulfide formation under 

anoxic conditions.93 Again, this observation may aid in devising a biosynthesis method for 

SINP production. Magnetotactic bacteria (MTB) facilitate the formation of nanoscale 

ferromagnetic greigite (Fe3S4), mackinawite (tetragonal FeS), and tentatively, cubic FeS.20 The 

mackinawite converts to greigite within the MTB by rearrangement of the Fe atoms; hence, 

MTB are responsible for magnetic SINPs production in some sediments.91,94 MTB also produce 



magnetosomes containing single-domain magnetite particles or single-domain greigite 

particles. 

It should be noted that there can be notable divergence in the characteristics between 

different types of bacterially formed SINPs. For instance, SRB produced SINPs that possess a 

strong adsorption potential for a wide range of metal ions involve the inclusion of materials not 

normally precipitated as sulfides, while SINPs produced within magnetosomes are relatively 

pure.91 The great diversity of microbes in natural systems means that their role in formation of 

SINPs under a wide range of conditions is far from fully understood. For example, it has been 

observed that Thiobacillus denitrificans can oxidize pyrite SINPs to Fe3+ and SO42− in the 

presence of NO3−,95 whereas samples lacking Thiobacillus denitrificans showed no oxidation 

effects. A key factor in this oxidation process is the nanoscale size of the pyrite SINPs, with 

this fraction being preferentially oxidized, whereas larger pyrite crystals remained intact. This 

suggests a significantly higher bioavailability of nanoparticulate minerals compared to larger 

mineral phases.  

Submarine Hydrothermal Vents. High-temperature submarine hydrothermal vents 

are key sources of oceanic Fe.96 Although much of the Fe that initially emerges from the vent 

orifice is in the form of dissolved Fe2+, as the greater than 300°C reduced fluids cool and mix 

with oxidized ambient seawater, the Fe rapidly oxidizes, and a proportion of the dissolved Fe 

precipitates as Fe(OH)3. Because hydrothermal fluids also contain high concentrations of 

dissolved reduced S, polymetallic sulfides also precipitate (including nanosized particles) as 

the vent fluid cools. Indeed, as much as 10% of the total Fe emitted by vent fluids may consist 

of SINPs.97 In addition, pyrite SINPs (<200 nm) can form within the high-temperature−high 

pressure environment of an up-flow zone of hydrothermal vents before discharging to the 

ocean.97 Overall, hydrothermal vent-derived SINPs vary in shape and size, with typical 

aggregate diameters of 50−350 nm.98 Hence, while coarser and denser particles settle to the 



seabed within the immediate vicinity of the vent site, finer grained particles may be carried by 

buoyant hydrothermal plumes (Figure 5).97,99,100 They may then be transported for 100s to 

1000s of kilometers by bottom water currents.99 

Laboratory experiments have suggested that the stable dispersion of hydrothermally 

generated SINPs is aided by the slower oxidation kinetics (by several orders of magnitude) of 

pyrite SINPs relative to coarser-grained materials.100 In mimicking hydrothermal vent 

conditions, engineered SINPs have been manufactured in the laboratory by heating dissolved 

Fe and H2S together at 140°C, followed by rapid quenching at 0°C.98 It is notable that the 

experimental studies incorporating powdered SiO2 in the reaction mixture yielded SINPs that 

were closest in mineralogy and morphology to those found at hydrothermal vents. It has been 

suggested that this is because the silica particle surfaces create a favorable environment for 

pyrite nucleation, and it is noteworthy that both dissolved and particulate SiO2 are major 

components of submarine hydrothermal systems.98 

Paleoenvironmental Role. On the tectonic time scale, global sulfur and carbon cycles 

are well coupled and thus provide important environments for biological activities. Formation 

of pyrite via bacterial sulfate reduction can result in very negative δ34S values owing to 

preferential utilization of 32S by SRB. Studies have revealed large changes in δ34S values over 

the last 550 Ma. Such long-term variations could be due to pyrite burial in the sedimentary 

reservoir.101,102 In contrast, short-term variations in δ34S values could relate to vertical 

heterogeneity (e.g., ocean stratification).103 

Naturally formed greigite plays a role of interest in paleomagnetic and environmental 

magnetic studies.77,104−106 On an orbital time scale, the formation and preservation of greigite 

can be modulated by ocean ventilation and variations in redox conditions caused by sea level 

changes. For example, sedimentary cores extruded from the South China Sea have revealed 

that fine-grained greigite dominated during glacial periods under anoxic conditions owing to 



disconnection between the South China Sea and the Indian Ocean.107 In contrast, ventilation 

becomes rigorous during glacial periods, and coarser-grained detrital (titano) magnetites are 

prevalent. 

Continental shelves bridge the continent and ocean. Sediments in these regions are 

sensitive to sea level variation, with redox conditions changing rapidly with respect to the fast 

sea level changes. This can cause thick layers of greigite to occur. For example, a thick (∼8 m) 

laterally distributed layer of greigite occurred during the marine isotope stages 17−13 within 

the scope of the Yellow Sea Warm Current from the Chinese Yellow Sea.108 The occurrence 

of greigite corresponds to enrichment by the trace element cadmium (Cd), which indicates that 

a weak sulfidic condition was accomplished with trace levels of freely dissolved H2S. Studies 

have shown that Cd2+ has faster water exchange reaction kinetics than Fe2+; therefore, CdS 

precipitates prior to FeS formation and subsequent pyrite formation.109 CdS formation would 

consume a certain amount of S and cause weak sulfidic conditions. This seems to favor the 

formation of greigite rather than pyrite. Direct evidence has been put forward showing that Cd 

concentrations peak at the redox boundary rather than a full reductive environment.110 

Environmental Fate. Pyrite is the most abundant iron sulfide mineral in the 

lithosphere, yet its transformation in natural environments is not fully understood. Iron sulfides 

may exist buried within anaerobic sediments and rocks for millions of years before they are 

transported to oxygenated submarine and subaerial environments, where they can be oxidized 

by nitrate, Fe(III) oxides, or MnO2 as electron acceptors.111 These processes are sometimes 

exploited by the mining industry to produce copper from low-grade ores,112 but pyrite oxidation 

also generates potentially harmful sulfuric acid (e.g., acid mine drainage).112 In anoxic 

geological reservoirs, pyrite can be stable almost indefinitely.111 However, ferric iron can 

oxidize pyrite,113,114 and anaerobic pyrite oxidation by nitrate as an electron acceptor has been 

observed in natural sediments.115,116 



There is much uncertainty regarding the environmental fate of SINPs and the full role 

that these NPs play within the natural environment, with physicochemical, macromolecular, 

and biological pathways all contributing.117 For example, hydroxyl radicals formed as products 

of FeS oxidation can lead to oxidation and increased mobility of toxic As.118 SINPs also display 

higher reactivity in microbial processes compared to bulk materials. For example, pyrite SINPs 

are readily oxidized to ferric iron and sulfate by microbial processes, with a closed recovery of 

electrons in pyrite oxidation and nitrate reduction reactions.95 

Space Weathering. The first sulfur−iron species formed in the early solar nebula is 

believed to be stoichiometric FeS (troilite).119 However, chondritic IDPs, which represent the 

earliest formed material available for study, contain abundant iron sulfides with more pyrrhotite 

than troilite. This suggests pyrrhotite to be an important nebular condensate phase caused by 

“space weathering”, which altered the troilite surface.120 SINPs have also been found on 

extraterrestrial materials returned to Earth from the 25143 Itokawa asteroid.74 In this case, 

surface alteration was discovered on half of the particles examined, with SINPs being present 

in 5−15 nm layers on surfaces of olivine, low-Ca pyroxene, and plagioclase. These likely 

stemmed from vapor deposition. Some SINPs embedded in the surface of the olivine substrates 

show lattice fringes not consistent with troilite and pyrrhotite, likely due to the presence of Mg 

accompanied by SINPs.74 

 

ENGINEERED SINP SYNTHESIS 

A wide range of different synthesis procedures and approaches have been developed in recent 

years for the fabrication of engineered SINPs (Table 2). The main approaches include “bottom-

up” wet chemistry or “top-down” mechanical approaches, by which SINPs of different sizes, 

shapes, and compositions can be produced. An outline of various synthesis approaches is 

provided in this section, but the reader should refer to the original publications for details of 



specific synthesis methods. It should be regarded that SINPs of certain stoichiometries are 

sometimes rather difficult to synthesize precisely due to the complexity of the Fe−S system 

phase diagram (Figure 6). 

 Solvothermal and Hydrothermal Methods. Solvothermal and hydrothermal methods 

are commonly used to fabricate various types of engineered NPs and can be applied to produce 

high-quality SINPs. The most common reducing agents for solvothermal methods include 

dithionite and borohydride. Dithionite is widely used in research and industry because it is a 

relatively low-cost substance that decomposes in aqueous solution to form hydrogen sulfide 

(H2S), which in the presence of dissolved Fe2+ leads to the precipitation of iron sulphide 

SINPs.143,144 However, unintended precipitation products of solvothermal methods may cause 

impurities that need mitigation. A slight excess of sulfide can help prevent soluble Fe2+ from 

precipitating as iron hydroxide in mackinawite SINP synthesis.32 

Pyrite SINPs. Pyrite SINPs of various morphologies can be formed by solvothermal 

and hydrothermal methods. For example, single-phase pyrite SINPs of crystallographic purity 

and good size uniformity (2−5 nm) can be formed using FeCl2·4H2O (1.3 mmol) in dimethyl 

sulfoxide containing thioglycolic acid, with Na2S2O3·5H2O added under continued stirring and 

N2 purging. FeS2 NPs form if the temperature is raised to the boiling point, which can then be 

further crystallized under reflux.55 This method can be modified to produce pyrite SINPs of 

different morphologies. Nanowires and nanosheets can also be synthesized using the same 

precursors with only a slight modification of the method.145 

The synthesis of FeS2 SINPs with nanorod-type morphologies can be achieved using a 

solvothermal process involving FeS2 in ethylenediamine to produce SINPs of 20−50 nm in 

diameter and up to 1000 nm in length.146 The precise morphology depends on the type of 

solvent used (Figure 7). Colloidal pyrite SINPs can be produced by injecting a sulfur-diphenyl 

ether solution into an FeCl2-octadecylamine solution at 220°C.54 Pyrite SINPs have also been 



synthesized using iron(II) chloride tetrahydrate (FeCl2·4H2O) and sodium thiosulfate 

pentahydrate (Na2S2O3·5H2O) as precursors.61 

In single-stage hydrothermal synthesis using a mixture of FeSO4 with Na2S2O3 and 

elemental S in water at 90−280°C, lengthy reaction times (24 h) favor the formation of pyrite 

crystals.147 The resulting SINPs have an average particle size of ∼500 nm and are AB2 cubic 

structured (space group Pa3, lattice constant a = 5.4151 Å, and Wyckoff parameter u = 0.3868). 

SEM images (Figure 8) illustrate a well-crystallized polycrystalline pyrite form. 

The possible mechanism for the formation of pyrite SINPs from Na2S2O3, elemental S, 

and FeSO4 was reported as follows:147 

Na2S2O3 + H2O = H2S ↑ +Na2SO4 

As H2S is saturated in aqueous solution, the following equilibria exist: 

H2S ↔ H+ + HS− 

HS− ↔ H+S2− 

The added elemental S is deoxidized by hydrosulfuric acid, which releases H2S: 

S + 2H+ + 2e ↔ H2S↑ 

FeS is formed as the added FeSO4 releases Fe2+ ions, and the ionic products of Fe2+ and S2− 

exceed the solubility product of FeS. The solubility of H2S is low, so it exists mostly as a 

gaseous phase, driving the following pyrite forming reaction: 

H2S + FeS = FeS2 + H2 

There are various factors that influence the size and morphology of pyrite SINPs 

produced by hydrothermal methods using different S sources.98 Synthesis procedures using 

elemental S proceed via polysulfide and produce mainly octahedral pyrite particles, whereas 

synthesis using H2S proceed via FeS and H2S and produce much smaller NPs with diverse 

morphologies, including cubes and framboids. The synthesis of high-quality, phase-pure, and 

single-crystalline pyrite nanoparticles via the hydrothermal route has been accomplished 



wherein the reaction time and S:Fe molar ratio play important roles in the quality and 

morphology of FeS2 nanocrystals produced. A high sulfur to iron molar ratio and longer 

reaction times are beneficial for this purpose.148 

FeS SINPs. Synthesis of (approximate) iron sulfide (FeS) NPs can easily be achieved 

by wet chemical reduction and the formed FeS SINPs separated by filtration. A tentative 

chemical reaction for such a process is as follows:149 

2Fe(NO3)3.9H2O + 3C4H4Na2O6.2H2O + 2Na2S2O3.5H2O →  

FeS + 6NaNO3 + 2Na2SO3 + C4H4Na2O6 (aq) 

The synthesis of FeS SINPs with needle-like morphology can be achieved via the 

Schlenk technique under a N2 atmosphere130 and autoclaving the solution at 150°C for 12 h 

followed by centrifugation. Colloidal nanosheets of mackinawite (FeS) can also be synthesized 

by coprecipitating an amorphous Fe-S precursor, which is first formed by rapid injection of 

Na2S into a FeCl2 solution, followed by centrifugation, sonication of the precipitate in ethylene 

glycol, and heating in an autoclave to 200°C. The resulting product has lattice constants of a = 

3.674(3) Å and c = 5.0354(3) Å, with the nanosheets irregularly faceted of length 100 nm to 

greater than 1 mm and ∼30 nm thicknesses with the surface normal oriented along the [0 0 1] 

direction.24 Variations of the synthesis procedure can also produce Fe/FeS SINPs of 20−30 nm 

size and high specific surface areas of 30−40 m2/g.143 

Other SINP Types. The synthesis of pyrrhotite (Fe7S8) SINPs (∼30 nm) can be 

accomplished by mixing iron(III) chloride hexa-hydrate and thiourea in a mixture of ethylene 

glycol H2O and autoclaving the mixture at high temperature.139 Similarly, both nanowires and 

nanosheets of pyrrhotite can be produced by varying the synthesis conditions and processing 

of the resultant precipitate.150,151 A variety of synthesis methods have also been used to generate 

and stabilize greigite nanocrystals, 152,153 which display excellent sorption capacity and 

separation properties. Bimetallic FeMoS nanoparticles can be synthesized via thermal 



decomposition of iron hteteropolymolybdates, and Fe7O8 SINPs, with various morphological 

properties (i.e., spherical, rods, or plates), can be produced by varying the growth temperature 

and precursor concentration used.154 

Greigite, pyyrrhotite, and mixed phase SINPs have also been synthesized using 

symmetrical- and unsymmetrical-dialkyldithiocarbamatoiron(III) complexes.36 Aligned cubic 

phase FeS2−x nanowires can be formed using iron nitrate (Fe(NO3)3·9H2O) and sodium sulfide 

(Na2S),155 and different nanocrystalline iron sulfides can be produced by reacting FeSO4·7H2O 

with Na2S3 in toluene simply by changing the reaction temperature and time.156 High-purity 

spinel Fe3S4 SINPs can be synthesized by dissolving L-cysteine in water and then adding 

FeSO4.157 

Mechanical Milling and Alloying. Physical formation of nanosized particulate powder 

by high-energy milling is referred to as mechanical milling, whereas the milling of a mixture 

of different metals and compounds has been termed mechanical alloying.158 In mechanical 

milling, mechanical energy is applied, typically at room temperature, to stimulate chemical 

reactions and phase transformations, which would otherwise only occur at elevated 

temperatures.159 Ball milling induces multiple forces, occur within microbial cells. The 

resultant nanoparticles tend to be formed of well-defined crystals with narrow particle-size 

distributions.164 Engineered NPs can also be produced by indirect biosynthesis, via redox 

reactions that occur due to the presence of microbes. 

Dissimilatory metal-reducing bacteria, such as Shewanella, are of interest because they 

reduce Fe(III) to Fe(II) species,127,165 which can then precipitate with sulfide to form biogenic 

SINPs. Actinobacter sp. can also be tuned for extracellular synthesis of SINPs, when reacted 

with aqueous solutions of ferric chloride−ferrous sulfate.163 A concentrated bacteria (S. 

putrefaciens CN32) culture can be used for the biosynthesis of FeS SINPs.165 



Shewanella species can also reduce thiosulfate127 with S. oneidensis MR-1, and gene-

modified strains having been used to produce FeS SINPs. The biosynthesis of single domain 

greigite SINPs by MTB has also been explored,166,167 but greigite SINP formation occurs under 

anaerobic conditions and thus requires further downstream processing, which may be too 

expensive for large-scale SINP synthesis. 

Green and Sustainable Synthesis Methods. Recently, various procedures for green 

NP synthesis have been advanced. Compared to conventional synthesis, green and sustainable 

synthesis seeks either (i) the use of green materials as synthesis reagents or (ii) the employment 

of production methods that consume less energy or natural resources.168 There are various ways 

of achieving these aims. For example, using natural plant extracts and microbiological 

materials as reducing, capping, and stabilizing reagents or using ultrasound irradiation to 

reduce energy and reagent requirements. Such techniques are noted for having lower associated 

environmental impacts than traditional synthesis techniques.169,170 

Different biomaterials as stabilizers, including glucose, starch, carboxymethylcellulose 

(CMC), yeast extract, beef extract, peptone, and gelatin, can be used to form stable FeS 

SINPs.171 By using thiourea as a sulfide source, FeCl2 as an iron source, and ethylene glycol as 

a solvent, the synthesis of pyrite SINPs in a one-pot solvothermal synthesis can be achieved 

without surfactants, at ambient pressure and relatively low temperature. If the temperature of 

this synthesis reaction is maintained at boiling point (∼180°C) under reflux at atmospheric 

pressure, pyrite SINPs of ∼25 nm will form.172 For these SINPs, a slight increase of the unit-

cell parameter and crystallinity compared to published data for bulk pyrite may result from 

surface effects. 

Another pathway to attain greener and sustainable synthesis of SINPs is by recovering 

materials from waste streams for reuse. For example, S species such as sulfite and thiosulfate, 

or their reduction product H2S, may be harvested from industrial wastewaters. Recovery of 



these otherwise wasted chemicals also brings environmental benefits by mitigating a potential 

source of environmental pollution.173,174 For example, Shewanella bacteria have been exploited 

to reduce thiosulfate in industrial wastewaters in order to fabricate FeS SINPs, thus achieving 

both pollution control and SINP biosynthesis.127 

Thermal reactions have also been developed to prepare green SINPs without the use of 

hazardous organic solvents or surfactants. For example, mixing ferrocene and elemental S 

(2.325:1 ratio) and annealing them (without a solvent) at 500°C under an N2 atmosphere 

generates an FeS2 and carbon nanocomposite product.175 

Other Synthesis Methods and Enhancements. Chemical Vapor Deposition. 

Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) is a well-established method for the preparation of elemental 

and compound semiconductors, a method that brings the possibility of constituent flux control, 

in order to adjust stoichiometry. CVD is a means to prepare the epitaxial layers on single 

crystalline substrates, and in this way, the influence of grain boundaries on photovoltaic (PV) 

properties can be explored.176 As one example, highly textured Fe(1+x)S (0.1 < x < 0.2) SINPs 

with rod-like morphology can be deposited on Si by CVD using iron(III) N,N-

diethyldithiocarbamate as a single source precursor. Vacuum evaporation of the precursor, 

followed by thermal decomposition on a silicon substrate, results in the growth of Fe-rich FeS 

semiconductors.177 

Magnetron Sputtering and Ion Sputtering. A variety of SINPs have been prepared by 

magnetron sputtering and ion sputtering. For instance, pyrite SINP with aggregate 

morphologies can be formed at 400°C by this process using transitional iron sulfides. Pyrite 

SINPs formed at 460°C have more uniform particle size distributions, and the use of longer 

annealing time forms crystallite SINPs of more distinguishable structure, with the 

disappearance of obvious aggregation. The electrical resistivity of pyrite films prepared at both 

temperatures also increases with increased annealing time.178 



Ultrasound Irradiation (Sonication). Ultrasound irradiation can be exploited to aid the 

synthesis of SINPs, wherein the chemical effects are derived from acoustic cavitation 

formation, growth, and implosive collapse. For instance, pyrite SINPs can be formed in this 

way, with the ensuing SINPs displaying two phases of pyrite (cubic and marcasite), the average 

SINP size being ∼29 nm. FT-IR and Raman spectra also suggest the presence of Fe=S, Fe−S, 

and S−S functional groups.179 Mackinawite-like FeS SINPs and Cu-doped FeS SINPS can be 

similarly formed using ultrasound irradiation by adjusting the synthesis conditions and 

postsynthesis treatment procedures.180 Pyrite SINPs can also be synthesized with the aid of 

ultrasound irradiation by one-step sonication and autoclaving.181 

Plasma Processes. The use of nonthermal N2 plasma processes may be an effective 

approach for the preparation of SINP materials from natural bulk minerals, owing to the 

sputtering effect. An example of this method is the adding of crushed pyrite ore (microsized) 

to a glow discharge plasma reactor. The reactor comprises a horizontal borosilicate tube of N2 

gas with a high voltage direct current supplied via aluminium bonnets. The pyrite SINPs 

fabricated by this method are in the 30−50 nm size range. The chemical structure of pyrite is 

not affected by plasma processes, but it should be noted that SINPS formed this way may 

display irregular rough surfaces.132 

Subtractive Methods. Subtractive methods can be applied for the formation of various 

SINPs including the synthesis of FeS2 nanotubes from iron oxide nanotubes (produced 

anodically before sulfurization) with S vapor.182 Other metal oxides nanotubes and porous 

structures could potentially be converted to sulfide nanotubes and porous sulfides in the same 

manner. However, optimization of structure retention and phase purity requires further 

research. Additionally, the advantage of sulfurization with elemental S rather than H2S needs 

further consideration.183 



Template-Directed Synthesis. By using a sol−gel method, highly ordered iron pyrite 

(FeS2) nanowires and nanotube arrays can be fabricated using templates composed of materials 

such as anodic aluminum oxide (AAO).49 For this procedure, hydrate ferric nitrate solvents are 

heated while stirring. Nanoporous AAO template tubes (200 nm internal diameter) are then 

added under negative pressure to ensure the tube spaces are filled before annealing to form 

nanotubes. If this is repeated three times, nanowires will be formed instead of tubes. Afterward, 

SINPs are formed by further annealing in a sulphurous atmosphere. Finally, the AAO template 

is removed using a NaOH solution (Figure 10). The resultant SINP nanowires and nanotubes 

crystal phase is cubic FeS2. The nanotubes do not display a clear absorption edge, and the FeS2 

nanowires have direct optical band gaps of 0.98 and 1.23 eV, respectively, indicating suitability 

for PV applications. 

Polyol-Mediated Process. Polyol processes exploit high-boiling polyalcohol solvents 

such as glycerol, diethylene glycol, ethylene glycol, and tetraethylene glycol, which also 

function as mild reducing agents. This method was originally developed for the synthesis of 

nanocrystalline late transition elements (e.g., Pd), but it can be adapted for the synthesis of 

SINPs. 

For the production of greigite SINPs by a polypol-mediated method, Fe(COOCH3)2 can 

be used as a cation source, polyvinylpyrrolidone powder as a capping agent, and thiourea as a 

S source in a diethylene glycol solvent under an Ar atmosphere. If the mixture is refluxed under 

stirring, a black precipitate of polyvinylpyrrolidone powder-coated Fe3S4 SINPs (9−20 nm) 

form, which can be separated using an external magnetic field. Of these, the smaller-sized SINP 

particles are nonstoichiometric greigite with a cation vacancy, while the larger SINPs consist 

of stoichiometric greigite. These SINPs display ferromagnetic behavior from −195 to 27°C 

with a magnetic moment of ≈3.5 μB per Fe3S4 unit.29 This method is noted for its low reaction 

temperature and pressure, making it aligned with green synthesis. 



Carbon-Supported SINPs. Common to other NPs, SINPs are vulnerable to coalescing 

into aggregates, owing to their surface energy, van der Waals forces, magnetic attraction, and 

other interactions. Support materials can reduce the tendency of SINP products to agglomerate. 

Ideally, the support materials used for environmental applications should (i) be chemically and 

physically stable, (ii) show strong surface chemical−physical binding with the SINP, (iii) be of 

high specific surface area, (iv) show good adsorption capacity for any contaminants of concern, 

if applicable, (v) be favorable for liquid−solid phase separation, and (vi) be amenable to simple 

reactor designs with low mass transfer limitations.184 Suitable solid support materials can also 

expand the effective pH range.185 

Organic C support matrices can potentially match these requirements. Biochar is a 

recalcitrant form of C produced by the pyrolysis of biomass,186 which can be used as a support 

for SINPs. For example, FeS SINPs can attach to biochar surfaces via −OH, C=C,O=C−O, 

C−O, and Si−O functional groups, providing these SINPs with excellent adsorption and 

reducing capability. These characteristics make this material suitable for Cr(VI) removal from 

polluted waters. In one such case, 57% of Cr(VI) removal was attributed to reduction reactions, 

and the remainder was attributed to adsorption.121 

Summary and Future Research Directions. Our understanding of SINP formation in 

the natural environment has been enhanced by studies of submarine hydrothermal vents, as 

well as studies of SINPs in the lithosphere, microbial processes, and even in outer space. 

Consequently, we are now aware of some of the key roles SINPs play in many natural systems, 

and this is of importance for the development of engineered SINP synthesis procedures. For 

example, the use of H2S as a sulfur source with SiO2 allows the synthesis of pyrite particles 

that are morphologically similar to those observed at hydrothermal vents,98 exemplifying the 

potential for nature-based solutions. Moreover, there has been increasing use of nature-based 

biosynthesis approaches for the fabrication of engineered NPs. 



With increasing interest in greener and sustainable practices among the research 

community,187,188 traditionally engineered NP synthesis techniques are becoming more of a 

concern due to their high energy and resource demand and the use of potentially hazardous or 

environmentally harmful reagents.189,190 For example, conventional solvothermal synthesis 

often uses toxic organic solvents. To circumvent this, researchers are developing facile one-

step methods that use common laboratory regents. Reducing the environmental impacts of 

SINP synthesis is particularly significant when the product is used for environmental 

remediation purposes where the main goal is to protect human health and the environment. 

Previously, researchers have concentrated on maximizing efficacy and achieving remediation 

goals, but more holistic approaches in the development of new greener remediation materials 

are needed for a sustainable future.191−194 

Research output pertaining to SINP formation has increased dramatically in recent 

years, but further opportunities need to be identified. There are still challenges to be faced. 

There are exciting new directions for research on SINPs, including studies involving 

regeneration or upscaling synthetic protocols to aid the commercialization of SINPs; however, 

improved green synthesis approaches must be first developed to alleviate concerns regarding 

some of the more toxic synthesis process presently used. 
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Figures 

Figure 1. Heating-induced transition of the magnetic moment configuration in troilite (adapted 

from Wang and Salveson23 with permission). 

 

  



Figure 2. Pathway to pyrite formation (adapted from Berner80 with permission). 

 

  



Figure 3. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image of the cell of a sulfate-reducing 

bacterium (SRB) coated with nanosized iron sulfide precipitates (reproduced from Watson et 

al.91 with permission). 

 

  



Figure 4. Dissimilatory metal-reducing bacteria can respire elemental sulfur (S0) as an 

alternative electron acceptor in alkaline pH aquifer environments leading to mackinawite 

formation. Microbial (green) and abiotic processes (black) are coupled together (adapted from 

Friedrich and Finster92 with permission). 

 

  



Figure 5. Formation of pyrite SINPs in deep ocean hydrothermal environments. Vent iron may 

exist in various forms including pyrite (FeS2) SINPs. By remaining in suspension, pyrite SINPs 

are able to evade mass precipitation zones rising 1−5 m above hydrothermal vents (adapted 

from Yücel et al.97 with permission). 

 

  



Figure 6. Fe−S system phase diagram showing iron sulfide transition from FeS to FeS2 at 

different temperatures (25−1200 °C) (reproduced from Wang and Salveson23 with permission). 

 

  



Figure 7. Different FeS2 SINP morphologies resulting from the use of different solvothermal 

solvents: (a) ethylenediamine solvent and (b) benzene solvent (reproduced from Xuefeng et 

al.146 with permission). 

 

  



Figure 8. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of FeS2 SINPs prepared from a mixture 

of FeSO4 with Na2S2O3 and elemental S in water for 24 h at 200°C for 24 h (reproduced from 

Wu et al.147 with permission). 

 

  



Figure 9. TEM images showing the biosynthesis of FeS nanoparticles by S. oneidensis (A) 

SINPs on the cell surface and (B) SINPs suspended in the medium (electron diffraction pattern 

shown inset) (reproduced from Xiao et al.127 with permission). 

 

  



Figure 10. Schematic of a possible formation mechanism of FeS2 nanowires and nanotubes by 

sol−gel and sulfurization (adapted from Li et al.49 with permission). 

 

  



Table 1. Summary of Types and Characteristics of Sulfur-Bearing Iron Nanoparticles 
(SINPs) 
 
SINP Type Characteristics 

 
FeS, mackinawite and 
troilite (approximate 
FeS) 

Iron(II)sulfide (FeS) is not normally stable in an amorphous form. 
Cubic FeSc has a cubic F43m structure and is not found in nature 
because it easily converts to mackinawite.19,20 Mackinawite, 
expressed in the formula FeSm, comprises Fe atoms surrounded by 
four sulfur atoms in a nearly perfect tetrahedron structure,21 forming 
a tetragonal P4/nmm structure.19 It is a widespread metastable 
mineral in low-temperature environments. FeS can also be found in 
nature as troilite (FeSt), a near stoichiometric iron sulfide with a 
hexagonal P6̅2c structure.19 It is the stoichiometric end member of 
the pyrrhotite mineral group having antiferromagnetic properties at 
ambient temperature.22 

Pyrrhotite (Fe1−xS) Pyrrhotite (Fe1‑xS, where x = 0 to 0.13) minerals are non-
stoichimetric variants of FeS which exist as monoclinic (e.g., A2/a) 
or hexagonal (e.g., P6/mmc) structures19 or trigonal phases.23 It is 
the ordered omission of Fe that produces superstructures that range 
from hexagonal to monoclinic.24 The monoclinic structure (often 
denoted as Fe7S8, but with a wide compositional range) contains 
alternating layers of full iron sites and layers of sites with iron 
vacancies. Pyrrhotite with a hexagonal structure (i.e., the nickel 
arsenide (NiAs) structure) will distort into a monoclinic structure if 
the vacancy content is greater than 0.11 per formula unit.25 
Hexagonal primary pyrrhotite can be partially oxidized when 
exposed to oxygen, forming iron-deficient secondary pyrrhotite.23 

Greigite (Fe3S4) Greigite (Fe3S4) has a cubic Fd3m structure19 and is the iron sulfide 
counterpart of spinel magnetite (Fe3O4); although greigite is a 
normal metal, magnetite is only half-metallic.26 The unit cell of the 
stoichiometric inverse spinel greigite structure contains 32 sulfur 
atoms and 24 iron atoms,27,28 with two sublattices of iron atoms with 
Fe3+ ions occupying tetrahedral A-sites and Fe2+ and Fe3+ ions 
occupying octahedral B-sites.29 While greigite is thermally stable at 
ambient temperature, it will break down to form pyrrhotite when 
heated and slowly dissolves in hydrofluoric acid or warm 
hydrochloric acid.27 The relative instability of greigite has resulted 
in it being less well studied than magnetite, but engineered greigite 
is now receiving greater interest owing to its complex magnetic 
properties.30 

Pyrite (FeS2) Pyrite has the composition of FeS2p and forms in a cubic Pa3 
structure.19 It is one of the most abundant minerals of the Earth’s 
surface. 

 
  



Table 2. Selected Sulfur-Bearing Fe-Rich Nanoparticle Synthesis Procedures and 
Approaches 

SINP Type Synthesis method Reference 
biochar-supported 
FeS 

FeSO4·7H2O was mixed with carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC) 
and biochar. Na2S solution was added dropwise to the 
solution. 

121 

CdxZn1−xS@Fe3S4 Iron triacetylacetonate was dissolved in ethylene glycol 
solution. Thioacetamide was added and allowed to react for 2 
h before Cd(NO3)2 and Zn(NO3)2 were added. 

122 

CMC-stabilized FeS CMC solution was mixed with FeSO4 and Na2S solutions. 123 
Fe/FeS Fe and S powders were milled together and heat treated at 

1123 K. 
124 

Fe3S4-C FeCl3 and thioacetamide were dissolved in ethylene glycol 
and glucose added. 

125 

FeS FeSO4 aqueous solution was mixed with Na2S solution. 
Carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC) was added as a stabilizer. 

126 

FeS Lactate was added as an electron donor, with thiosulfate added 
as an electron acceptor and sulfur source. Naphthol green B 
was also added. 

127 

FeS-coated ZVI FeSO4 was mixed with NaBH4 and thioacetamide. 128 
FeS-stabilized with 
biopolymers 

Biopolymers were extracted from basidiomycetous fungus 
(Itajahia sp.). 

129 

FeS/FeSe Trinuclear iron(III) precursor complex reacted with thiourea. 130 
FeS2 FeCl2·4H2O was mixed with Na2S2O3 and heated at 200°C for 

24 h. 
61 

FeS2 High-energy mechanical ball milling occurred. 131 
FeS2 Plasma-treated pyrite was prepared with an Ar glow discharge 

plasma. 
132 

FeS2 Pyrite ore was treated with glow discharge plasma in a N2 
atmosphere. 

133 

FeS2 Reaction of FeSO4·7H2O with Na2S2O3·5H2O occurred. 134 
FeS2 FeCl2 and oleylamine were mixed, followed by sulfur 

injection and heating to 220°C. 
135 

magnetic FeS Biosynthesis with Desulfovibrio vulgaris Miyazaki occurred. 136 
magnetic sulfide-
modified ZVI 

Sodium borohydride and dithionite were added to FeCl3 
solution by titration. 

137 

pyrrhotite Natural pyrite was calcined at a temperature of 600 °C for 1 h. 138 
pyrrhotite (Fe7S8) Reaction between iron chloride (FeCl3) and thiourea occurred. 139 
sulfide-modified Fe Dithionite was added to a sodium borohydride solution. Nano-

SiO2 was added to the solution. After that, the mixture was 
titrated into a FeCl3 solution. 

140 

sulfide-modified 
ZVI 

Sodium borohydride and dithionite were added to an FeCl3 
solution in a dropwise manner. 

141 

sulfur-modified Fe Iron and sulfur were mixed in an exothermic reaction. 142 
 

 
 


